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ByD A V I D L A T

More subscription options..
In a cover story last year for Washingtonian magazine, on the

subject of lawyer incomes, Kash and I posed a question: Are tweets



lawyers like wnlte-COIIar auto workers r

Answer: no. Autoworkers are better paid. Check out this latest Hep us
job listing, from craigslist for Orange County: WILL REVIEW rescue ives

DOCUMENTS
FOR FOOD in Haiti.

Full time associate attorney start at $12 an hour.

Welcome to the OC, bitch. CLICK TO DONATE )

RESCUE
Salaries in the legal profession may be experiencing some deflation, but $12 an hour for the holder

of a J.D. is... ridiculous. As one of the many readers who sent this to us observed, "I made this

much in high school." Said a second: "They' re looking for an associate who will work for $12/ hour. 30 Mar 2010 at 10:25 AM

At that rate, one might as well go for an In-N-Out gig. You' ll probably get benefits there."

But wait, it gets better...
By A B 0 V E T H E L A W

The ad continues:

SUPERCONFERENCE

Oak view law group is looking to immediately hire an attorney preferably to

work from our head office in Chicago. Our office is in downtown Chicago. insideCounsel's 10th Annual SuperConference

May 25-26, 2010

Chicago IL

www.icsuperconference.corn

Twelve bucks an hour, and you don't even get southern California weather. As one of our readers
24 Sessions + 4 Keynote Sessions + 500 Senior Corporate

wondered: "The gig is for this firm's Chicago office... are they expecting people to relocate from
Counsel Await You at SuperConterence

Orange County to Chicago for this???" (Three question marks in the original.)

Now in its 10'" year, lnsideCounsel's SuperConference is the

Back to the job posting (errors in the original): premier event for corporate legal executives seeking the latest

tools, techniques, trends, and analysis on the most pressing

issues in law. Utilizing a world-class advisory board, an all-star

roster of speakers, and the stellar editorial staff

We are seeking bright, energetic associate attorneyto talk to our existing of lnsideCounsel magazine, the 2-day, 12 CLE program will



clients over the phone provide attendees with the strategic tools to better manage their

legal departments and practical, innovative solutions to many of

the major issues facing in-house attorneys.

Featured Speakers Include:

Boy this job market is tight. Who knew you needed a J.D. to be a customer service phone rep?

Ted Olson

Partner, Gibson, Dunn 8 Crutcher

Former LIS Solicitor General

At our law firm the slogan is "The clients come first" and this permeates our
David G. Leitch

culture. We are very proud of our excellent customer service and A rating with
General Counsel & Group Vice President

the BBB. We want someone who has the same values. Ford Motor Company

Deborah Platt Majoras

Chief Legal Officer & Secretary

The clients must come first, since the employees certainly don' t. The Procter & Gamble Company

Michele Coleman Mayes
So, what's the outfit offering $12 an hour to Juris Doctors? It's an outfit called Oak View Legal

SVP, General Counsel & Chief Legal Officer

Group: Allstate Insurance Company

LEARN from legal visionaries, top judges, law firms, and thought

provoking government and regulatory leaders
OVLG is a law firm registered with the California bar Association where a

licensed and experienced attorney or lawyer will take care of your debt NETWORK with top corporate counsel from Fortune 500

situation. The attorneywill work with your creditors to reduce or eliminate companies

your secured or unsecured debts. We offer wide range of debt solutions like

debt settlement, debt negotiation, consolidating debts and bankruptcy. DISCOVER the latest trends, developments, and challenges

facing our industry

CONNECT with industry leading providers

Call us cynical — but is OVLG looking for employees, or clients? If you' re an attorney desperate

enough to work for $12 an hour, you might very well be a jobless J.D. laboring under six figures of EARN up to 12 CLE credits — an exceptional value at only $38

debt. As such, you might be a prime candidate for OVLG's "wide range of debt solutions" (although per CLE credit

good luck getting those student loans discharged in bankruptcy).

Times are tough for attorneys, but please — don't give away your legal services for $12 an hour. REGISTRATION is open to In-House Counsel and a select

Have some self-respect. Hold out for at least $15. number of Outside Counsel.



(Yup, that's a real posting too, from the San Francisco craigslist. A firm is offering $15 an hour "for a
Early Bird Registration Expires on Friday, April 2. Above the

Law readers, save 10% off your registration! In-House Counsel,
contract attorney to perform court appearances, prepare demand packages and immigration

use promotional code EA6750ATL1. Outside Counsel, use

petitions." It's a part-time position, 20 to 30 hours a week, with no benefits.) promotional code EA6750ATL2.

www.icsuperconference.corn

Ed. note: It appears that the Orange County job listing has been edited since it was originally

posted. In the latest version, which appears here, the ad asks applicants to
d
[g]ive us a rough

number in terms of your salary expectations." Hopefully this is because the original version did not

generate enough responses (excluding responses involving profanity). 29 Mar 2010 at 9:20 AM

Full time associate attorney (Chicago) [craigslist - Orange County]

Contract Attorney Position (Hayward) [craigslist - San Francisco]

Oak view law group [official website]
ByK I N N E Y R E C R U I
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U.s. associates and partners in Asia tnan any otner nrm
Updated 59 days ago

in the past two years. You can reach them by email:

asia at kinneyrecruiting dot corn.]

Showing 1-40 of 68 comments Robert Kinney here, writing from my hometown, Austin,

Texas. We' re enjoying fine weather for our music

conference, South by Southwest (SXSW) this this
Sortby O l dest f irst 'Subscribebyemail QSubscribebyRSS

week, and I'm having a slow week (on purpose) at

work. Slow, for me, is about 9 calls a day with

class="dsq-comment dsq-odd" style="margin-left:Opx">
candidates and clients, instead of 20 or 30. One of the

Guest 23 hours ago strange paradoxes about going from law practice to a

recruiting practice is that you wind up working like a

lawyer all the same, provided you want to really excel
This is absolutely ridiculous. You'd be better off giving wet handies in a men's room.

at the work. You have the same requirements from

Flag clients that come up at all hours, you deal with smart

people and sometimes have difficult situations to
class="dsq-comment dsq-comment child dsq-depth-1 dsq-parent-is-42448359 dsq-even" style="margin

navigate, and you have to travel to do it right. As a
left:30px">

matter of fact, for the first time in what seems like

Tommy 23 hours ago in reply to Guest several months I'm not currently feeling any jetlag. I

had hoped to return to Hong Kong for Rugby 7's at the

And you know this from experience? end of next week, for my third trip to Asia this year, but

I'm taking a few weeks off of travel. 200,000 miles last
Flag

year made for a sore backside, and I'm on pace for

class="dsq-comment dsq-comment child dsq-depth-1 dsq-parent-is-42448359 dsq-odd" style="margin-left:30px"> another year like that. So is Evan Jowers; as he

described in his article last week, he's been tearing up
alexovlg 21 hours ago in reply to Guest

runways around the world as well. Thankfully, doing so

is paying off for our clients and candidates. We won' t
As soon as one of our clients pointed this blog entry made by David to us, we posted a detailed reply. We also

stop because it is a major key to our success.
sent an email to David, explaining the mistake on our part that led to this confusion.

Though, by that time there were already a lot of comments so our reply is coming after approximately 20 We received a complimentary note last weekend from

comments on this blog entry. Please read that reply to understand what actually happened resulting in this a senior partner at a client law firm in Asia. I think it

blooper from our end. sums up why it's a good idea to work with us if you' re

looking to hire or move overseas (or within any of our
At OVLG every one of us sincerely apologizes for this mistake and is sorry for the confusion that it created. We

have learnt our lesson and in future will make sure that we proof-read and get the HR ad's reviewed by a senior domestic markets):



colleague before being posted on the internet.

Thanks for your time,
"We work with you guys for four reasons:

Alex (i) quality of candidates. (ii) detailed
91 6-745-81 00 involvement in the interview/decision
alex@ovlg.corn

process; (iii) valuable market information;

Flag and (iv) we prefer to work with dudes we

like — life's too short."

class="dsq-comment dsq-comment child dsq-depth-1 dsq-parent-is-42448359 dsq-even" style="margin

left:30px">

Spade & Archer LLP 19 hours ago in reply to Guest

Of course, our detractors out there may assume one of
1 person liked this.

us drafted the above quote. We could not have come

I am currently running a massive doc review project at AmLaw 100 firm. up with a better testimonial if we had. But we don' t

I have recent bar admittees from Ivy, Pac10 and Big12 schools who are being paid $15/hr, no bennies, no paid solicit testimonials, let alone make them up, and most
parking.

clients probably assume that, having sent us a check,
They are grateful to have any job at all and are fairly diligent workers, although not up to par with junior

paralegals who earn $50K.
we' ve been complimented enough. When something

Try though they do, they still have that hang-dog look about them. like this comes in, it means something to us.

Two years ago I would have had some schadenfreude", not so much anymore.

Because we are known to send excellent candidates

"http y/en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Schadenfreude
for the open positions we represent, you can be

assured that if you are one of our candidates and we
Flag

have said that we can represent you, your candidacy

class="dsq-comment dsq-odd" style="margin-left:Opx"> will be seriously considered by clients in our markets,

whether in Asia, the Middle East, Texas, or New York. I
Guest 23 hours ago

would like to thank the people who get in touch with us

1 person liked this. every day to ask for our advice and assistance with

their job searches. We do our best to shoot straight
I' ll proof any future craigslist ads of theirs for $12.50/hour. I think my favorite blooper is "California bar

with people and provide everyone with what market
Association." I could accept "California Bar Association" or "California bar association," but what made them

knowledge we can so that they get the full benefit of
decide that "association" deserved to be capitalized but "bar" didn' t?

our experience. But, ultimately, it is those people who

Flag Like Reply place their trust in us who provide us with the ability to
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class="dsq-comment dsq-comment child dsq-depth-1 dsq-parent-is-42448391 dsq-even" style="margin

recruiter could come up with a good candidate now
left:30px">

and again. It takes a special situation to be able to do

Tommy 23 hours ago in reply to Guest so repeatedly to the point where you have a reputation

for always doing so. In many of the cases of our recent
9 people liked this.

placements we were representing each of the four or

It must be the baby bar. five finalists for the positions that were filled.

Flag In several of the cases of our recent Asia placements,

the candidates are people with whom we had worked
class="dsq-comment dsq-odd" style="margin-left:Opx">

for over a year prior to placing them. Some of them

guest 23 hours ago contacted us in the doldrums of Winter 2009, when

very little placement activity (or even legal activity) was
1 person liked this.

afoot in Asia. We knew we would eventually be

successful and spent the year keeping the candidates
Well at least they' re upfront about the fact that if you call them, you' ll basically be speaking to a call center desi:

http: //www.ovl g.corn/contact-us/peo p I e. html informed about the market. When the market began to

come back to life we, and our candidates, were ready.

Although they do have a fair number of what looks like contract attorneys & TTT solos: We have a ready backlog of people we are working
http: //www.ovlg.corn/attorneys/

with now, and we are very thankful to those people for

Flag their patience. We are confident that the market will

continue to improve in Asia and that we will be able to

class="dsq-comment dsq-even" style="margin-left:Opx">
help all of our candidates eventually. Many of them are

Anon 23 hours ago interviewing.

4 people liked this. Before getting to a list of current openings, one thing is

worth noting about our current approach to the market

Dropping out at the end of this semester...so fucking liberating. I DID make $12/hour in high school. Law school in Asia: the value of the candidate-financed trip has
can suck it...l was enough of a chump to sign up, but I can't do this b.s. anymore.

gone up recently to the point where we now again

Flag Like Reply recommend this method of attacking the market. As

was the case in 2006-2008, in several recent cases we

class="dsq-comment dsq-comment child dsq-depth-1 dsq-parent-is-42448898 dsq-odd" style="margin-left:30px">
have selectively recommended that the candidate plan

ThatGuy 22 hours ago in reply to Anon
a trip to Asia and allow us to work scheduling

interviews into the available time in the market. This

really can be an effective way to break the ice. Of
So...why wait? If you know you' re leaving, you could have a job next week instead of wasting your prof's time, a



slot in the school, and a parking space. Of course, then you couldn't post things like this on ATL. Don't let the door course it's still the case that firms will fly out candidates

hit you. they are interested in seeing, but such a trip on the

nickel of a firm can be limiting. Ironically, if a firm buys
Flag

your business class ticket, as some still do, this

class="dsq-comment dsq-even" style="margin-left:Opx"> sometimes creates an expectation on the part of the

firm that you will only see them, or if you see other firms
Nobama 23 hours ago

that the other firms will pitch in. This can be awkward

peopl with both the third party law firm and the firm that flew

you out; we have seen what appeared to be a

If you go to law school and never consider opening your own shop you shouldn't even be in law school because generous offer to fly a candidate out in business class
at the end of the day you have to have a book of business anyway. I was a public defender for three years at an turn into a situation where the momentum was lost with
elite office before opening my own shop. People pay me 20,000 sometimes to rep. them for murders. The money

the firm that made the offer to cover travel and no other
pours in. But y'all in the East Coast keep worshipping your Gods, "Goldman", "Time Warner", "Skadden". Wouldn' t

you rather have someone refer to your own last name with reverance. Or do you want to blow others for life? firms stepped up to the plate to see the candidate.

Conversely, we have seen an investment of as little as
Flag

$800 for a plane ticket and less than $100/night for a

hotel room materialize into multiple offers after we go toclass="dsq-comment dsq-comment child dsq-depth-1 dsq-parent-is-42449634 dsq-odd" style="margin-left:30px">

work setting up interviews.

ThatGuy 22 hours ago in reply to Nobama

So, with that extended introduction, here's a random

Hey, let them come to law school We need associates to take care of our gruntwork. =) walk among needs and openings we' re w orking on in

Asia:
Flag Like Reply

" One of our US based clients is looking for '08 native
class="dsq-comment dsq-comment child dsq-depth-1 dsq-parent-is-42449634 dsq-even" style="margin

Korean US associate in HK — mix of
left:30px">

cap markets and m&a work;

douche-finder 22 hours ago in reply to Nobama "A UK firm client is looking for a junior to mid-level US

cap markets associate in HK and BJ;
2 people liked this.

"An international firm is looking for US cap markets

You were a public defender at an "elite shop?" That, my friend, is impossible. associates in HK;

" A US middle bracket firm says they will soon hire a

Flag mid level US cap markets associate in

HK (but we are not sure when they will actually start
class="dsq-comment dsq-comment child dsq-depth-2 dsq-parent-is-42460307 dsq-odd" style="margin-left:60px">

interviewing);

Guest 21 hours ago in reply to douche-finder " A high quality NY firm is looking for junior to mid-level



US corporate associate in BJ;
2 people liked this.

" A big US firm's office in Singapore is interviewing

TITCR. There's no such thing as an elite public defender's office. It's like "prestigious contract attorney." (since they are interviewing one of our

candidates — but they also say they are not hiring, so
Flag

the situation is not totally clear);

"The same firm's BJ office is interviewing US M&A
class="dsq-comment dsq-comment child dsq-depth-1 dsq-parent-is-42449634 dsq-even" style="margin

left:30px"> associates;

" Another Amlaw 20 firm's HK office needs a mid-level
Lieutenant Obvious 21 hours ago in reply to Nobama

project finance US associate;

" A new entrant to the market with three China offices1 person liked this.

needs a 2 to 4 year US cap markets

How's it going, Bulletproof? associate in HK, SHG or BJ

" (new hire's choice);
Flag

" An established player with US roots needs HK

class="dsq-comment dsq-odd" style="margin-left:Opx"> qualified associates in HK;

"A big player from the US needs 3 HK qualified
Nobama 23 hours ago

associates in HK;

7 people liked this. " The same player is interviewing US corporate

associates in SHG;

Lat,why aren'tthe comments numbered? Itis hard to refer to othercomments? Was this the design? Itis stupid. " An international firm needs mid-level M&A US

meh
associate in SHG;

" The same firm needs a mid-level to senior M&A US
Flag

associate in BJ;

class="dsq-comment dsq-comment child dsq-depth-1 dsq-parent-is-42450163 dsq-even" style="margin " Another firm needs mid-level to senior associates with

left:30px">
a mix of M&A and cap markets

Tommy 23 hours ago in reply to Nobama experience in HK;

" The same firm also needs a senior cap markets

6 people liked this. associate in HK with US experience;

" Another UK firm is starting to interview mid-level US
That's why it's important to write "FIRST!" when you' re first so that we know who is first.

corporate associates in HK;

Flag " Yet another Amlaw 20 firm is starting to interview

M&A US associates in HK;

class="dsq-comment dsq-comment child dsq-depth-1 dsq-parent-is-42450163 dsq-odd" style="margin-left:30px">
" Another established US firm is interviewing senior



guest 23 hours ago in reply to Nobama M&A associates in HK;

"The same firm is interviewing mix M&A/cap markets

1 person liked this. senior US associates in HK;

" They are also interviewing mid-level cap markets US
Because instead of referencing other comments you can actually respond to them. Makes it much easier to follow

associates in HK;
the discussion.

" Another top US firm still needs junior Korean

Flag associate in HK (but the partners are not sure

when they will get clearance to make such a hire);
class="dsq-comment dsq-even" style="margin-left:Opx">

" The same firm still needs a junior US associate in HK

Jojo 23 hours ago (again, not sure when they will get

clearance to make such a hire);
person liked this.

" A major US-based firm needs a fund formation mid

level to senior associate in both BJ andWhy do you people think that because you went to law school you should be paid a lot of money? Is it because

many law schools are expensive?? You deserve to be paid what the market will bear, just like any other job. If this Singapore;

market pays you $12/hr, then you will bend over & take it like the rest of America. You should be in a field that " Another firm from the US still needs a junior to mid
you love, anyway, & if you are, then does it matter what you are paid? If you love what you are doing, you would

level US cap markets associate in HK
do it for free.

We look forward to hearing from you. Contact our Asia

Flag team at asia@kinneyrecruiting.corn.

class="dsq-comment dsq-comment child dsq-depth-1 dsq-parent-is-42450660 dsq-odd" style="margin-left:30px">

gmann 21 hours ago in reply to Jojo

It is because Law School is a very, very expensive undertaking, and upon graduation, new lawyers are expected

to pay back very exorbitant, monthly student loan payments, i.e., ranging from 1500.00 to 2000.00 per month (and

please, let's not debate the cost of law school for those of you online here who get off on playing devil's advocate
Send tips tipsoabovethelaw corn

and will debate the most mundane of issues...).

Follow on Twitter twitter.corn/atlblog
Flag

Editors Kashmir Hill

class="dsq-comment dsq-comment child dsq-depth-2 dsq-parent-is-42468174 dsq-even" style="margin Elie Mystal

left:60px">
Managing Editor David Lat

Jojo 21 hours ago in reply to gmann Executive Editor Matt Creamer

Publisher David Minkin
Well, then go to a public, less expensive law school. Or better yet, don't go to law school for the money. Since



most people dong really like the law, then don't go in it - go into something you love & that money isn't an issue. Sales & Marketing Elyse DiPierri
Director

Flag

I I •

class="dsq-comment dsq-comment child dsq-depth-2 dsq-parent-is-42468174 dsq-odd" style="margin-left:60px">

AbOVe the LaW on Facebook
tat 21 hours ago in reply to gmann A » • ,

Q Become a Fan

Tough luck, it's a SUNK COST.

Flag Like Reply

class="dsq-comment dsq-even" style="margin-left:Opx"> t antic
Prison Mike 23 hours ago BIISINESS

Since this ad is on craigslist it's got to be bogus. It's some kind of spam. Do The Ends Justify The Means In Microsoft's War On

Spam? READ MORE

Flag
Think Bankers Are Overpaid? Use Less Credit READ MORE

class="dsq-comment dsq-odd" style="margin-left:Opx">
Underemployed Americans Are Very Discouraged READ

MORE
abc 23 hours ago

The Challege of Marketing Small Condoms READ MORE

2 people liked this.
Global Trade Declined by 12% in 2009 READ MORE

Dear people who don't understand economics:

1. The cost of your TTT law school "education" is irrelevant to how much employers are willing to pay you for your

labor.

2. If you don't like a job's salary, don't take it, and keep on earning $0/hour while unemployed.

Flag

class="dsq-comment dsq-comment child dsq-depth-1 dsq-parent-is-42451713 dsq-even" style="margin

left:30px">

Economics First Guy 22 hours ago in reply to Guest

Thank you for finally inserting a bit of sanity to the discussion.



Flag Like Reply

class="dsq-comment dsq-comment child dsq-depth-2 dsq-parent-is-42457056 dsq-odd" style="margin-left:60px">

M

Jean Genet 20 hours ago in reply to Economics First Guy

What about the emotional costs:

scarred for life-put a $ value on that

than the net present value of working is lower than working, vis a vis this job.

One could start a legal website called AATL-above-above-the -law

Kind of like ATL but with decent articles, decent writers and some

hard core porn thrown in

Flag Like Reply

class="dsq-comment dsq-comment child dsq-depth-3 dsq-parent-is-42489313 dsq-even" style="margin

left:90px">

M

Jean Genet 19hoursago inreplyto Jean Genet

ok emendation

the muses were too intoxicating for me a la Coleridge.

NPV of working less than not working

Read Reich and APPLY IT

Flag Like

class="dsq-comment dsq-comment child dsq-depth-3 dsq-parent-is-42489313 dsq-odd" style="margin-left:90px">

Spade & Archer LLP 19 hours ago in reply to Jean Genet

Let me know when you get that AATL site up, I will subscribe and donate.

Flag Like

class="dsq-comment dsq-comment child dsq-depth-1 dsq-parent-is-42451713 dsq-even" style="margin

left:30px">



Law School ScamBuster 2 hours ago in reply to Guest

um...nobody is saying this company should be forced to pay more. They are saying that deception is used to make

law school applicants think that lawyers make a lot of money, which is not true.

Flag

class="dsq-comment dsq-odd" style="margin-left:Opx">

aghast 23 hours ago

2 people liked this.

what kind of law firm is rated by the BBB?

Flag

class="dsq-comment dsq-even" style="margin-left:Opx">

DiqSuqs 23 hours ago

Lat eats dogs, why would he include numbered comments? Disqus is awesome.

Flag

class="dsq-comment dsq-odd" style="margin-left:Opx">

guest 23 hours ago

1 person liked this.

Not spam... Saw the same listing on my law school's Career Services Job Boardguest

Flag

class="dsq-comment dsq-comment child dsq-depth-1 dsq-parent-is-42452466 dsq-even" style="margin

left:30px">

Tommy 23 hours ago in reply to guest



3 eo le liked this.

Maybe your law school is spam.

Flag

class="dsq-comment dsq-comment child dsq-depth-1 dsq-parent-is-42452466 dsq-odd" style="margin-left:30px">

alexovlg 21 hours ago in reply to guest

1 person liked this.

Dear Guest,

We have not posted any openings in any career service board at any law school. Please send me an email or call

me (my contact details are in my signature at the end) so we can figure out why you have posted this. I am sure

either you are making some mistake or the law school career service department is making some mistake.

Thanks for your time,

Alex

9167458100

alex@ovlg.corn

Flag

class="dsq-comment dsq-even" style="margin-left:Opx">
R

Chief Justice Thomas M. Cooley 23 hours ago

1 person liked this.

Back when I was serving on the Michigan Supreme Court, a young lawyer fresh out of school at a white wig firm

was lucky to make twelve dollars a week.

Flag

class="dsq-comment dsq-comment child dsq-depth-1 dsq-parent-is-42454108 dsq-odd" style="margin-left:30px">

ThatGuy 22 hours ago in reply to Chief Justice Thomas M. Cooley



1 erson liked this.

It's nice to see your namesake school carrying on that tradition your honor.

Flag

class="dsq-comment dsq-even" style="margin-left:Opx">

Partner Emeritus 23 hours ago
W r

2 people liked this.

This ad is a perfect example of what I have been saying for years. Grads of non-peer schools had better be

prepared to accept these sorts of jobs if they want to work in the legal world. Enjoy.

Flag

class="dsq-comment dsq-odd" style="margin-left:Opx">

Nobama 23 hours ago

The justice thomas cooley shtick should be funnier than it is. It is a good concept but falls flat. Not sure why.

Flag

class="dsq-comment dsq-even" style="margin-left:Opx">

Nobama 22 hours ago

1 p r n l i k hi

Law school is a scam and the profession is a ponzi scheme. However, you will do the same thing to your clients

and rip them off. Our society is built on the concept of ripping people off. Everytime I am New York City I feel like

everyone is trying to scam me. What a shithole.

Flag Like Reply

class="dsq-comment dsq-comment child dsq-depth-1 dsq-parent-is-42456036 dsq-odd" style="margin-left:30px">

You' re a TTT guy 22 hours ago in reply to Nobama



You shame other Obama-haters. Look up definition of Ponzi scheme before using the term in conversation.

Just a strategy for life-success.
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M

DiqSuqs 22 hours ago

1 person liked this.

Just like watermelons are 70% water, Mystal is 70% spam.
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